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A graph G is diu&iMe by t if its edge set can be partitioned into t subsets, such that the 
subgraphs (caNed factors) induced by the subsets are aM isomorphic. It is proved that an 
-S.-L es&* PR@hi@apm u wnbi % ~3 evez m&et c~f wdces v(G) is di~sib~e by r, in such a way that the 
~~~nents of each factor are paths of length 1 and 2, under any of the fo~o~~,~~ ~~u~~ous: 
(a) t 2 9 is odd and v(C) > 32(a + l)/(r - 7); 
(b) t 3 18 and u(C) > 24(r + l)/(r - 17); 
(c) r=2Sor27,otr329. 
In this paper the problem of decomposing an r-regular graph into isomorphic 
subgraphs i  examined. A graph to us is a finite simple ; if we wish to aHow 
multiple dges (but not loops) the term ~~~~g~~~~ will be used. The number of 
vertices and edges of a graph G will be denoted by u(G) and e(G) respectively. A 
graph G is di~~~~~e by t if its edge set can be partitioned into t subsets, uch that 
the subgraphs (called factms) of G induced by the subsets are all isomo 
Such a partition is called an &WWWP~~~C factorizatiorr of G into t parts 
obvious ne~essa~ condition t 1 e(G) is called the di~~i~i~i~ condition fog G and t. 
S is i=rw,*vr * -~~a! if G is divisible by t or if the divisibility ~onditiou for G and t is - _ . 
satisfied. 
violas work oi% iusmo 
n es of parts has not 
26i<$r, 
(a simple proof a 
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regular graphs are developed. These are used in Section 3 to give sal;11e sufficient 
(but not necessary) conditions on r and u(G) for an r-regular graph G to be 
divisible by r. 
s 
In this section and the next some su~cient conditions for an r-regular graph G 
to be divisible by r are found. The divisibility condition for G and r requires that 
rje(G)= &w(G), so v(G) must be even. 
The method used involves finding an edge colouring ol G with r colours from 
which the required isomorphic factorization can be derived. Suppose that G has 
an edge ~lou~ng with r colours. A pair of edges of the same colour incident with 
a common vertex v is ca!led a ctash at v; any n edges of the samd colour incident 
to v cause (z) clashes at V. The colouring of G is ~~~~~~ if it has the minimum 
possible total number of clashes of all edge colourings of G with r colours. G is 
then said to be minimally coloured. 
. Each edge uv in a minimally 
one other edge of the same c&our. 
coloured regular graph is incident with 
Suppose that w is coloured a and is incident with at least two other edges 
coloured cr. men there must exist some colour b which appears on at most one 
edge incident with UV. Recolouring uv with b reduces the number of clashes, 
which is impossible. El 
This lemma implies that the components of the subgraphs induced by the edges 
of each colour are d-paths and 20paths (paths of length I and 2 res~ectively)~ Any 
edge coiouring of an r-regular graph in r colours with this property is allowable. 
A giaph -3&h iiil ~BDUC~KQCG -w&Cad all,..,,hl p mu w avxcI wvsw pn’r*urlrtg is a!!sw&!y c&upedf. 
Suppose G has an edge colouring y : E(G)+ {a, Q, c, . . .}. Br each colour X, 
N(x, y) denotes the subgraph of G induced by the edges of colour X, and 
n(x, y) = ~(~(~, y)) is the number of edges co~oured X. If y is allowable, let 
nI(x, yj and yt& yj be the numbers of components of Pi@, y j which zre I-paths 
and 2-paths respectively. usually a particular colouring y is unde~tood, and these 
symbols are abbreviated to I, n(x), q(x) and n&). In :his case, it is 
and MC to be 
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(i = 0, 1 or 2). An a’bj vertex is a vertex which is both a’ and bj, and so on. The 
number of vertices of a particular type in G is indicated by ‘#’ followed by the 
type; for exampie is the number of a’ vertices. 
A trail whose edges are alternately coloured a and b is an alternating ab-trail. 
0 If u is an a2b0 vertex in a minimally coloured regular graph, then the 
component of AB containing u is an odd cycle all of whose other vertices are a’b? 
roof, Construct an alternating ab-trail T, starting at u and stopping when no 
unused edge of the correct colour is available. Let v be the final vertex of T. If 
u # v, then inverting T in /l&J reduces the number of clashes at u by one, 
preserves or reduced the number of clashes at v, and preserves the number of 
clashes at all other vertices. This contradicts the minimality of the original 
colouring. 
Therefore u = v and T is a closed trail. Every vertex of T, except U, must be 
incident to at least one a edge and at least one b edge. Thus, if some vertex w # u 
of T is not an a’b’ vertex, it must be an a*b*, a’b* or a*b* vertex. If w is an a*b’ 
vertex, then one of the two paths from u to w in T must meet w in an a edge. 
Inverting this path makes u an a’b’ vertex and w an a’b* vertex, reducing the 
number of clashes by one, which is impossible. A similar argument applies if w is 
a*b*. ‘Therefore w must be an a*b* vertex. If the initial segment of T from CI to w 
is inverted in AB, this eliminates one clash at u and increases the number of 
clashes at w from two to three. Thus the new colouring is also minimal. But w 
now has three edges of one colour incident with it, contradicting Lemma 2.1. 
Therefore all other vertices of T are a’b’; hence T is an odd cycle and the 
lemma follows. Cl 
a 2.3. Let G be a minimally coloured regular graph. If a and b are any two 
tolours, then AB is the union of edge-disjoint subgraphs S,, Sz, . . . , S,, each of 
which is one of the following: 
(1) r~1 closed aiternatmg ab-trail of even length ; 
(2) an alternating a+tr&l whose ends have (terminal vertex type, terminal edge 
colour) = (a”b’, a), (a’b’, b), (a’b’, a) or (a’b2, b); or 
(3) an odd cycle containing an a2b0 or a”b2 vertex, as described by Lemma 2.2. 
lFrom /U!3 construct a graph H by splitting each degree 3 or 4 vertex of ~4 
o two vertices as shown in Fig. 1 (the construction of M is ambiguous, but 
so constructed will do). Ix~ S, , S2, . e . ) S,, be the subgra 
corresponding to the components of H. is an even cycle of 
alternating 68! h of alternating a and b ed or an odd cycle as 
described by 
to Cases (1), (2) and (3). •1 
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Fig. 1. 
The decomposition of AB described in Lemma 2.3 has the 
(a) The numbers af a and b edges in each Si differ by at most 1. 
(b) Each degree I or 3 vertex it8 AB occurs exactly once as n terminal vertex of 
one of the bait desc~bed in Case (2). 
(c) Inverting any Si in AB does not change the number of clashes at any vertex. 
If 6; is an r-regular graph and v(G) is even, then G has ap;t impart&l 
minims ~olouri~~. 
) is even, r 1 e(G); say e(G) = rs. Consider any minimal 
this ~~uu~ng is not irn~~~ia~, then there exist a and b such 
a decomposition of AB into subgraphs &, & . . . , Sn 
n(b), by Corollary 2.4(a) some Si must have one 
n AfjC Qe@reases da) by one and increa~- ___-_ r”-rrwbv 
ber of edges chick mast be r~~I~ure~ to 
so, from Corollla 2.4(c): tk IWJV colouring is 
r43cess, we eventually obtain an impartial minimal 
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Tabie 1. Subgraphs in Cases (2) and (3) of Lemma 2.3 
i Terminal pairs 
0 (2) 
1 (2) 
2 (2) 
3 (2) 
4 (2) 
5 (2) 
6 (2) 
7 (2) 
8 (2) 
9 (2) 
10 (3) 
11 (3) 
(a2b1, a) 
(a’b’, a) 
(a’b’, a) 
(a’b’, 6) 
(a’b*, 6) 
(aOb’, 6) 
(a*b’, a) 
(a’b’, a) 
(a2b1, a) 
(a’b’, a) 
(a2bo, a) 
(a”b2, 6) 
(a2b’, a) 
(a’b’, a) 
(a’b’, a) 
(aZb2, bj 
(a’b’, 6) 
(a’b’, 6) 
(a’b2, 6) 
(a’b’, 6) 
(a’b’, 6) 
(a’b*, 6) 
(a2bo, a) 
(a”b2, b) 
1 
1 
1 
-1 
-1 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-1 
2 
1 
0 
-2 
-1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-1 
1 
-1 
Decompose AB into 
subgraph in Cases (2) and (3) 
certain (terminal vertex type, 
types are listed in Table 1. The 
subgraphs as described in mma 2.3. Each 
may be considered as an alternating a&trai! -z&h 
terminal edge colour) pairs. The twelve possible 
numbers ai and Ei describe thz effect of inverting a 
subgraph of type i in AB to obtain a new colouring y’: 
n2(cL, y’) = nz(a) - Qi, n(a, y’) = n(a) - 6i, 
n2(b, y’) = na(b) - Ei, n(b, y’) = n(b) - ai- 
Let Mu be the number of subgraphs of type i. Then, since n(a) = n(b), 
m. -b ml + m2 + mio = ,ms + rW4 =k i”i55 + r-11. W 
_Also, 
a*b’ + $#a2b0 > #a*b* + a’b2 + #a”bz = nz(b) 
(2) 
Now, by Corollary 2.4(b) anC Table 1, each subgraph of type 0 corresponds to 
two vertices of type azbr, each subgraph of type 1,6 or 8 corresponds to one such 
vertex, each subgrqb of type 10 corresponds to one vertex of type e2b09 zu&! sn 
on. ence (2) implies that 
2mo+ml+m6+m8+mlo~2m3+m4+m6+mg+mll 
l 2mo+ml+m,+mloXh3+m4+m9+mll. . . (3) 
se 6 values sum to 
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Suppose that none of these is true. Then m8 = 0; thus (3) becomes 
2mo -D- n2l + m10>2m3 + m4 + m9 t- mll. 
Assume first that mc - 0. If m5 = 0, tk (1) and (4) become 
mI+m2+m10=m3+m4+mI,, 
m~+m**>2m~+m~+rn9+rn~~. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Subtracting (5) from (6) gives 
-2 > m3 + m9, 
which is impossible since all the mj’s are nonnegative. Therefore ms 3 0; but (c) is 
false, so ml + ml0 = 0. Now the left hand side of (4) is 0, which is a contradiction. 
Therefore m. > 0; but (0) is false, so m4 + ml1 = 0. If m5 = 0, then (1) and (4) 
become 
2mo + ml + ml0 > 2m3 + m9. (8) 
Subtracting 2 times (?) from (8) gives 
-ml - 2m2 - ,mllri >m9, 
which is impossible. 
~erefore if (a), (b) and (c) are false, mo>O and mS >O; thus it is possible to 
invert a subgraph of type 0 and a subgraph of type 5 to obtain 6 = 0 and E = 2. 
Hence it is atgays YuJgSiuir_ -no ~a to obtain a new colouring as desired; the new 
colouring is minimal by ‘Corollary 2.4(c), because it is obtained by inverting 
subgraphs in the decomposition f AB described inLemma 2.3. Cl 
* Let G be an ~0regular gaucho and sucrose that v(C) & even. Let t be 
the total nurn~e~ of clashes in a minimal ~olou~~g of 6, and u = [t/r]. Then there 
exists MI impartial minimal colouring of G for which either 
n&) E (u, u + 1, u + 2) for all ~olours x, 
Q(X) E (u - I, u, u + 1) j-k all colours x. 
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colours x. Now take as many pairs Q, b as possible such that n,(a) = u - 1 and 
n,(b) = u + 2, and apply Lemma 2.6 to each pair. This gives the required 
colouring. Cl 
If t is the total number of clashes in a minimal colouring of an 
By Vizing’s Theorem [3, Theorem 5.1, p. 301, G has a proper (no two 
edges of the same colour are incident) edge colouring with r + 1 colours. Choose 
such a colouring in which one colour, say a, occurs on as few edges as possible. 
Then a occurs at most 
times. For each vertex II of G, let m(v) be the one coiour whieh does not appear 
on an edge incident to v. Suppose uv is an edge colcured a. If m(u) = m(v), then 
re:olouring uv with m(u) gives a proper edge colouring in which a appears on 
fewer edges, a contradiction. Therefore m(u) #m(v). Recolouring uv with m(u) 
therefore creates exactly one clash, at v. Repeating this for every edg.: coloured 
a, we obtain a colouring of G in I colours with at most ]rv(G)/(2r + 2)] clashes, 
and hence this bounds b. 0 
By Lemma 2.8, t s [rv(G)/(2r i- 2)], and thus 
This section shows how the minimal colourings investigated in Section 2 can be 
modified to obtain colourings which yield isomorphic factorizations of r-regular 
, the subgraphs of G of the fo 
are guaranteed to contain certain configurations which allow us t 
26 AK N. EIlirzgham 
This follows from the fact that tk sum of the vertex degrees in G is equal 
to 2e(G). 0 
Let G be a regular graph with an impartial allowable colouring. Then 
r any colour a. 
Since the colouring is impartial, n(a) = e(G)/r = iv(G); therefore, count- 
= 2nja) = a2. But clearly v(G) = 
cl 
. Suppose that G is an r-regular graph with an i.m;a&! allowable 
colouring such that 
v(G) > fWa) + n2@)). 
en G has cnother impartial allowable colouring y’ with 
n2(a, y’) = n2(a) + 1, n2(b, y’) = m&4 +- I, 
end 
A@, y’) = N(x) for all x #a, b. 
a”, For any graph K, let f (K) = 2e(K) - v(K). Let J be the subgraph of AB 
induced by all a’&’ vertices which are not in any a or b 2-path, so that 
V(J) = V(AB) - (aI1 vertices in an a or b 2-path} - {all a0 or b” vertices}. 
(J) > 0, then, by Lemma 3.1, J contains a vertex v of degree 2. Let u and w be 
e neighbours of v in J. If the path uvw is inverted, a new colouring is obtained 
partial (since the number of a and b edges are unchanged) and 
u and w are not in any a or b 2-path), and which has the desired 
changes in n2(a) an0 n2(b) (see Fig. 2). Therefore it suffices to show that f (J) > 0. 
To prove this, J can be constructed in two steps. 
First, divide the vertices of Al3 into five classes as follows. vertex is Class 1,3 
has degree 1,3 or 4 respectively in AB; a’&’ vertices are in Class 2a; and 
and a”b2 vertices. Construct a graph W from AB by 
rtex of Class 3 or 4 into two vertices as shown in Fig. 3 (where 
e classes as those in AB; all vertices of 
are Class 1,2a or 2b. let g, and hK be the number of Class K 
b b 
---LF---,\n_- - 
b b 
ahll,, 
tk? t, w U V W 
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Class 3 Class 4 
Fig. 3. 
. 
vertices in AB and N res~~iv~ly. Then 
)+g,+g4=v(C)- 
= u(G) (since the colouring is impartial), 
Jh=g1+g3, 
Therefore 
f(H) = 2e(H) - v(H) = v(6) + 
Second, suppose that we delete all the Class 2b vertic- r, of and their 
neighbottrs, and then delete ail C&s 1 vertices of H. Ah vertices which 
correspond to vertices in an a or b 20path in At?, or vertices which Fcrc 8 or b” 
in A& are thereby deleted. So what is left is precisely J. 
When we delete a Class 2b vertex of H and its k (~2) nei~bou~ which have 
not already been removed, at most 2k edges, 2 incident to each neighbour, are 
deleted (since H has maximum degree ~2). Thus the decrease in f is at most 
2=2k-(k+1)=3k-1~5. 
And, *when we delete a Class 1 vertex of H, at most one edge is also deleted, so f 
decreases by at most 1. Therefore 
f(J)sf(IiQ - 5&,?&$ ) -+I- #c2°50 - &- 5ga - 7g3 - Ilg,. 
ut, tuning clashes, we ~bt~n 
@2(a) + n2@) = g2b + g3 + ah 
and, by Lemma 3.2, 
n&l) -I- re2(9) = 
erefore 
[4, Theorem 1, p. 4963, A sequence dl 3 d2 3 0 l 9 3 dm of nonnegatiwe 
integers is the degree sequence of some multigraph if and only IFS BP + dz + l l 9 + Qn 
~e~enandd*~d*+d~~og*+d~. 
. If r 3 9 is odd, G is an r-regular graph and 
then G has an isomorphic factorization into r par& the components of each factor 
being paths of length 1 and 2. 
To obtain such an is~rno~hic fa~or~ation, it suffices to find an integer s
and an impartial allowable colouring of G such that n*(x) = s for all colours X. For 
tI;e t subgraphs A, B, C, . . . induced by the edges of each colour are then all 
isomorphic to (iv(Q - 21F)P2 U sP3 (where Pk denotes apath of length k - 1). 
Note that since t is odd, v(C) must be even. Therefore G has an impartial 
allowable ~lou~ng as described in Lemma 2.7. Let u and t be as in Lemma 2.7. 
Since r is odd, exactly one of s = u + 2 or s = u + 3 makes rs - t even; choose this 
value for s. Suppose that he colours are ordered so that n*(a) G n*(b) s n&J s . l . . 
For each colour, n, let S(X) = s - n&); then S(a) 2 S(b) 2 6(c) 3 l l 9 . 
-_ --_- XC it can be §~~~~ that i&z), S(b), a(c), . . . is the dcgrcr= ~y~nce of some 
multigraph M, then the required colouring may be obtained as follows. The 
vertices of M may be labelled with colours o that vertex has degree 6(x). If we 
choose some xy E E(M), then B(X), sjy) 3 1, and thus n&), n*(y) GS - 1 G 
u + 2. Therefore 
2 %(2u + 4) (by ~orul~~~ 2.9) 
3 %(n~(x) -c- nz(Y )I* 
ence mma 3.3 cat: be applied to obtain a new impartial allowable colouring 
of C with n2(x) and n*(y) increased by 1. pus 5(x) and a decrease by 1, 
which corresponds to deleting xy from eat this process unti 
ZC@?S Mt. TlWi G(X) = 0 fi)P al1 cilows means that J#z(X) z 3” 
(& S($j, 5(c), . . . is the degree sequence ofa 
ow n2(a) i- n2(~) + n2(c) + e m . = t, and t~~erefore a(a) + b(6) + 
3.4, it 
3; then 
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Now assume that s = u + 2. If s(a) = 3, then n2(a) = u - 1, and so, by Lemma 
2.7, n,(x) G u -t 1 for a11 x. ence 6(x) 2 1 for all x, and thus 
qb)+S(c)+**-M~3=b(a). 
If 9(a) = 2, then, since 6(a) + S(b) + a(c) + l l * is even, the only case where 
S(cr)>6(b)+&(c)+-isifO=Q(b)=b(c)=-•. ut then, since I 3 9, 
t = n2(a) + n,(b) + l J = = u + (r - I)(u + 2) 
=r(u+l)+r-2w(u+l), 
which implies that t/r a u + 1, contradicting the definition of u. If S(a) s 1, then 
n*(x) 2 n2(a j 3 u + 1 for aii x, which again contradicts the definition of u. 
Therefore S(w) s S(b) + 6(c) + l l l , and the theorem follows. Cl 
6. If r 2 9 is odd, G is an r-regular graph, and 
r+l 
v(G)>32 r-7 9 ( > 
then G has an isomorphic factorization into r parts as described in Theorem 3.5. 
f. 
r-7 . . . ( ) ;+r WWQ 
. &I(G) 
v(G)>------ 
J t-(G) ! . . 
r+l 
-I- 32 3 ‘“L-1 i- 32 
and the result follows from Theorem 3.5. 0 
3.X Suppose !hat G is an r-regular 
colouring such that 
v(G) 3 l%(ut& j + n*(b) + Q(C)). 
grqh with cm impartial a?kzvable 
Then G has another impartial allowable colouring y ’ with 
n2(x, y’) = n*(x) + 1 for x = a, b, or C, 
and 
forallx #a, bore. 
M. N. Ellinghm 
b 
b 
U W 
c b 
Fig. 4. 
ABC induced by all a’b’c’ vertices which are not in any a, 6 or c 2-path, so that 
. V(J) = V(ABC) - {all vertices in an a, 6 or c 2-path} 
- {all a’, 6’ or co vertices}. 
If f(J) > 0, then, by Lemma 3.1, J contains avertex v of degree 3. Let t, u and w 
be the neighbours of v in J. Then if we recolour as shown in Fig. 4, a new 
colouring is created which is still impartial (since the number of a, 6 and c edges 
remain constant) and allowable (since there are no a, 6 or c 20paths containing t, 
u or w), and which has the necessary changes in n*(a), n*(b) and TV. 
erefore it is enough to show that f (.I) > 0. construct J in tv:o steps. 
, divide the vertices of ABC into classes as follows. Classes 1, 5 and 6 
simply of the vertices with those degrees. If {x, y, z) = {a, 6, c j, then 
Class 2a contains all vetices of the form xlylzo, Class 2b is the x2y0ro vertices, 
Class 3a the a’b*c* vertices, Class 3b the x2y1zo vertices, Class 4a the x2y1z1 
vertices, and Class 4b the x2y2zo vertices. Construct a graph H from ABC by 
all classes except 1, 2b an a into two or three ne-w 
g. 5. Then all the vertices f are Class 1,2b or 3a. If g, 
snd h_ 9t,,t bI_ ____ I--; -E --- ---- “K -- , ‘,tm= ,111, mIY1r-m-b EmI“&.=mGhw “F fLq .---..YI.Y “1 .“I.._” “1 V,UU K in AK and H respectively, then 
g:35 +2g4, + g, + 2& * 235 
g, + &b + 2ga, + g, + 2& -i- 2&j, 
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Class 2a 
Class 4a 
Y 
f 
v2 
Y 
Class 5 
Class 3b 
Class 4b 
0 Q 
Class 6 
Fig. 5. 
decrease in f is therefore at most 
,ak-(k+l)=Zk-asp. 
erefore 
- 3& 
aObOP - gz,l I- 3gzh - 3b - 5g4a - 7&b - 8& - II&. 
ut, coming clashes, we obtain 
n&z) + nz(b) + &) = hzb =tWQW+g40+2134b+ 
32 M. N. Ellingham 
ence we have that 
f(J) a”boco + 2g1 + g, + 2gz6 + g,, + g,,) 
-%b + g36 + ha + 2&b + %5 + $ki) 
,= h(C) - 6(n&) + n*(b) + n*(c)) > 0, 
and the lemma follo~~s. 0
. If r 3 18, G ik an r-regular graph, v(G) is even and 
then G bus an isomorphic factorization into r parts such that the components of 
each factor are paths of leilngth 1 and 2. 
The proof is an extension ofthe proof of Theorem 3.5. Again it sufgces to 
find an integer sand an impartial allowable colouring of G such that n&) = s for 
all colours X. G has an impartial minimal colouring as described in Lemma 2.7. 
Let u and t be as in Lemma 2.7, and s = or + 2: 
if rs - t is even, the proof proceeds almost exactly as in Theorem 3.5. $4 
ultigraph is constructed whose dges my indicate the pairs of &ours x9 y for 
mma 3.3 is to be used. The only difference isin checking the appkability 
of Lemma 3.3. When trying to increase n*(x) and n,(y), we now have 
n&), nt(y) s s - 16 u + 1, and thus 
1 v(G) v(Gja36 %vr-2 1 J w 
3 8(2u s+ 2) a 8&(x) + n*(y)), 
and so mma 3.3 may be applied. 
erefore assume that rs - t is odd. Order the colours o that nz(a) s nz(b) =G 
Since r(u t 1) > t = Isa(a) + nz(b) + n*(c) + l l * , and since 
and are the smallest terms in this sum, nt(a j + nz(b j + nz(c j c 
en, since r 2 18, 
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and hence Lemma 3.7 can be applied to obtain a new impartial colouring y’, with 
n&, y’)=@)+ lQ4 4-2~s for x c, and rs - t ’ ewz, -aLere t ’ is 
the total number of clashes in y’. 
Define 6(x) = s - n&+ y’) for each colour X; then 6(x) 3 0 for all X. If it can 
be shown that S(a), S(b), . . . is the degree sequence of a multigraph, then we 
may now proceed exactly as we did in the case when rs - t was even. The sum 
6(a) + 6(b) + l l l = rs -t’ is even; therefore by 
that the largest 6 is bounded by the sum of the rest. From the ordering 
n,(a) S na(b) =S l l l , and because nz(a) a u - 1 (by Lemma 2.7), we know that 
3~S(a)+1~6(b)+1~6(c)+1~5(d)~~=~. 
The largest S must therefore be either 6(a) or 6(d). 
If S(d) = 2 or 3, then 2~5 S(a) 3 6(b) 2 6(c) 2 1, and so 6(d) is largest and 
6(d) G 6(a) + a(b) + S(C), which proves the X@KX! ~~diti~~. Thei&i~ 
assume that 6(d) = 0 or 1. In the original colouring, nz(a) s n&) for all coloi;rs 
x, and nz(a) + n,(b) + 9 l l = t < t(u + 1). Therefore n2(a) 6 u: and hence 
6(a)=s - nz(a, y’) = u + 2 - (nz(a) + 1) 2 I. 
mus 6(a) is largest, and 6(a) = 1 or 2. Since 6(a) + 6(b) + l + l is even, the only 
case in which &(a)>&(b) +5(c)+ l . l is if a(a)=2 and 0=6(b)= 6(c)= 
6(6) =. 0 9. But then nz(a) = u - 1, n*(b) = n&z) = u i- i, %peb &) = u + 2 for 
all x #a, b or c. Hence 
t=nz(a)+nz(b)+*~~=u - I+ 2(u + 1) + (r - 3)(u + 2) 
=r(u+1)+r-55r(u+1), 
which contradicts the definition of u. 
Therefore 6(a), 6(b), . . . is the degree sequence of a multigraph, and we can 
proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.5, using the same reasoning as above, in the 
case where rs - t was even, to show that Lemma 3.3 is applicable when needed. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. Cl 
v(G)>24 s , 
( > 
then G has an ikomorphic factorization into r parts as described in 
By Corollary 3.6, the thleorem 
that IJ G 32(r + l)/(r - 7). Since 
34 M. N. Ellingham 
First, suppose that r is odd and r 3 25 
holds if v > 32(r + l)/(r - 7); therefore assume 
ra25, 
I 
(r+1)<2(r+1)=2r+2, 
and therefore [1~/(2,r + 2)] = 0. A!so, “J 2 : =!= I 2 26, and therefore 
vz26>24=36 --!!- 
L I 2r + 2 
+ 24. 
ence the required isomorphic factorization exists by Theorem 3.8. 
Now, assume that r is even and r 3 30. By Corollary 3.9, the theorem holds if 
v > 24jr + l)/(r - 17); therefore suppose v s 24(r + l)/(r - 17). Since r 3 30, 
21s $$(r+l)+r+l)<2(r+l)=2r+2, 
and thus Lvji2r + 2j j = 8 again. Since v 3 r + 13 31> 24, applying Theorem 3.8 
G~WS, as before, that G has the desired isomorphic factorization. 0 
t 
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